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THE
QUEST
FOR
NANO
SCALE
The drive for smaller particles has been trending
for decades in the minerals industry. Customers
are demanding purer and finer raw materials
that has taken specialist minerals from
millimeter measurements to the nano-scale.
With the emergence of hi-tech industries such
as batteries, a product that operates on nano
scale chemical reactions, demand for nano
engineering of minerals is intensifying.

Man versus nature: 3D printing (middle) is making
significant progress in nano engineering, while
graphene (top) has been the biggest natural material
breakthrough for a generation. At the foot, lithium iron
phosphate spheres made from nano-scale particles;
the target market.

Benchmark Mineral Intelligence spoke to CEO,
Dan Blondal of Canada-based developer, Nano
One, on this trend, batteries and where the
industry is heading

Credits: Nanoscribe (3D printing), University of
Manchester (Graphene), South China University of
Technology (lithium).
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WHAT IT MEANS,
NOT JUST WHAT’S
HAPPENED
In an era of Google Alerts and Twitter, news stories are
becoming more regular and free, but understanding why
something has happened and what it means takes
expertise and insight.
Benchmark Membership provides news analysis to
explain just this from an independent perspective.
Enquire today for more information:
info@benchmarkminerals.com
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NANO ONE

Credit: A123 Systems

Different types of lithium-ion cell designs by A123 Systems

What are nano materials and
where are they used?
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Materials at these nanoscales behave
differently and have valuable optical,
magnetic, electronic, mechanical, structural,
and chemical properties. Man-made
nanomaterials are used to coat, protect and
strengthen everyday substances, deliver
drugs, capture energy, guide light for
telecommunications and if made affordably,
they can have a much wider range of
applications.

Why have Nano One targeted the
battery sector?
There is a high demand better batteries
and electric vehicles are poised to drive
tremendous growth. Nano One’s technology
can improve the energy storing structure in
lithium-ion materials using simple, low cost

▲

Nanomaterials are substances, particles and
crystals with molecular structures measured
in nanometres, or millionths of a millimetre,
sized between molecular and microscopic.
They can be organic or inorganic; made of
metals, ceramics, semi-conductors, polymers
or composites.
Synthetic nanomaterials are found in
paints, gels, clays, catalysts and as features
on microchips. Natural nanomaterials are
found in clays, gemstones, feathers and
bones, providing waterproofing to leaves,
iridescence to shells, and grip to geckos.
Researchers are now probing atoms and
molecules with great precision, fuelling
the discovery, design, characterization
and production of these materials for
applications in energy, health care,
electronic, communications, agricultural,
industrial, textiles and much more.

What are the benefits of nano
materials compared to traditional
raw materials?
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FIRST HAND DATA,
FROM THE SOURCE
Benchmark Mineral Intelligence collects first hand data
on critical minerals and their supply chains, from mine to
market.
Supply, demand and price data is the bedrock of all of
Benchmark's products from our Quarterly Magazines to
our Graphite and Lithium data products.
Enquire today for more information:
info@benchmarkminerals.com
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manufacturing technology and with this
potential, the battery space is a natural place
to start.

discharge. Nano One is focusing efforts on
the demonstration of both commercial and
next generation materials with ingredients
like nickel, manganese and cobalt. The
technology also has the versatility to shift
with emerging battery technologies that
might include iron, phosphate, titanium,
aluminum, sodium and other strategically
important energy storage materials.

What technical benefits can
nano materials provide to battery
technologies?
Cathode materials for lithium ion batteries
consist of lithium and other components
like cobalt, nickel and/or manganese. The
quality of structures formed by these metals
is measured on the nano-scale and influence
energy storage, capacity, cycling and rate
of charge. Nano One believes that to do
so consistently, cost effectively and at an
industrial scale, requires technical innovation
in materials processing.
Nano One’s patented technology enables
lower cost feedstock and provides intimate
mixing of all the components making nano
structures that are more homogeneous
and tolerant of impurities. The improved
structure is durable and provides greater
capacity. The simplified process improves
costs, yield, throughput and down time.
.

Can you outline your nanoproduction process?

An SEM of a lithium ion battery with three
distinct anode, cathode and separator
layers on a copper substrate
Credit: Rice University

Would the costs of production
not prove prohibitive to achieving
cost-savings in the battery
sector?
Battery material production costs are based
on raw materials, operating costs and
performance metrics such as energy density,
capacity, cycling and charging. Nano One is
using low cost feedstock and simple scalable
methods to assemble atoms into long lasting
structures that store energy efficiently over a
greater number of cycles.
For example, we believe that It is possible
that with our processing technology could
enable a 50% reduction in the cost of
lithium-ion battery cathode materials in
terms of $/kWh.
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Nano One’s method differs from other
industrial processes because it assembles
the atoms of each raw material before the
final firing stage.
Like others, Nano mixes raw materials and
fires them in a kiln but differs by avoiding the
costs of lithium hydroxide, repeated milling
and multiple firings. Nano One assembles
lithium carbonate in a reactor with other
components so that atoms are intimately
mixed to make free flowing powder that
requires only one firing and no milling.
This produces longer lasting crystal
structures that can store more energy. It
is a solution based process that operates
at mild temperature and atmospheric
pressure and avoids costly feedstock,
surfactants, additives, filtration and damage
from grinding, milling, contaminants and
repeated firing.
Industry is entrenched with methods
that make it complex and costly to control
the shape and size of materials at the
nanometre scale. This new approach in
processing technology could change the
way nanomaterials are made and lead the
industrial world in a new generation of
materials, and this is the start of that trend.

Is this a patented process or open
source?

Are there any specific battery
technologies that you are
focusing on?
Most of today’s and tomorrow’s commercial
battery technologies will benefit from
nanostructured materials because long
lasting layered structures facilitate efficient
storage of lithium-ions during charge and

NANO ONE

Related Article:
n Real world Graphene, see p38

Two and half years into the patenting
process, the company has been granted its
first patent and have 12 pending.
Early acknowledgement from the
US Patent Office validates Nano One’s
unique reaction chemistry and continued
innovation will build the patent portfolio to
cover Nano One’s methods, apparatus and
materials in a wide range of applications,
both within the battery space and beyond.
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